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RHODIUMSTAR

Security

Please work with appropriate protection equipment and only touch the objects with
gloves. We recommend wearing safety glasses. If you want to creat resistant
layers for parts subjected to mechanical stress, please use the rhodium electrolyte
in our online shop. RhodiumStar is perfect for ornaments and jewellery.

Using the Tifoo NickelStar

Pour the content of Tifoo RhodiumStar into a receptacle resistant to higher
temperatures, ideally the "Currentless Immersion Plating Basic Set". Bring the
RhodiumStar to the boil and avoid breathing the vapours! Make sure that the
workspace is well ventilated and close the receptacle loosely with the lid. Dip the
silver object in the rhodium bath afterwards and leave it there for at least 5
minutes. After that, switch off the hotplate or the radiator and let the receptacle
cool down to room temperature. Don't open the receptacle until it has reached
room temperature and take the rhodiumplated workpieces out of it. Wash the
objects to finish the rhodiumplating.
The colour of the RhodiumStar can vary a lot (orange), but that doesn't have any
effect on its effectiveness. Rhodium has a bright gleam and ressembles silver and
for that, the silver object won't show almost any visual difference. The rhodium
plating protects the silver object from external influences and avoids eventual
blackening of the silver. You won't have to redo the rhodium plating for being used
up until some months (necklaces and rings in permanent use) or years
(ornaments) passed. You can use the RhodiumStar again for that. It's possible to
pour the RhodiumStar again into it's original receptacle and reuse it.

Currentless plating

Application fields

The RhodiumStar is a currentless method of rhodiumplating. There is no further
galvanic equipment needed, like for example a power supply or anodes. In the
jewellery industry, rhodiumplating is often used to protect silver permanently from
blackening. Rhodium, a hard and especially resistant precious metal ist often used
when a high resistance and robustness is required.

Suitable material:
silver and silver alloys (800, 830, 925)
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